What is ReadinessPoint™?

- ReadinessPoint™ is a simple, yet powerful application to assess major change projects
- Can be used for any technology based change project in the Enterprise
- Leverages Microsoft Cloud so teams can collaborate and assess all change initiatives in one place

Core features

- ReadinessPoint™ can be used to assess multiple change projects in minutes
- You can revise / edit your rating at any time during a project’s life
- It provides an overview of the business’ readiness for any change program
- Allows you to instantly see where you have problem areas requiring corrective actions
- A set of recommended corrective actions are also issued for every assessment
- Export of results is provided for audit and wider communication to stakeholders
- Uses the collaborative power of Microsoft Cloud to allow others to contribute and assess the project
- Analytics and visual reports showcase the strength and risk areas of the business

How does it work?

- The solution architecture is very straightforward and the software runs as an App in the Microsoft Cloud
- ReadinessPoint makes it easy to quickly create group / team change assessments
- You then commence the scoring process by answering a set of simple questions with multiple choice answers for 4 key areas: Organisational Readiness, Process Readiness, People Readiness and Technology readiness. You can edit and re-score
- Once the assessment is complete, the assessment is saved, dated and time stamped
- Several options for reporting including corrective actions and overall score
Outputs and Reports

- At a glance you can see a dashboard summary for every change program
- ReadinessPoint™ uses RAG dials to highlight top level scores
- Drill down to see underlying problem areas and corrective actions
- One button report generation with PDF export allows all information to be captured and shared
- Results are presented in a simple and easy to read format
- Build a picture of your progress towards improvement and successful outcomes

Benefits

- No training - Consumer ease of use solving an Enterprise scale problem
- Ease of deployment - Quick and easy installation in Microsoft Azure
- Common place - The Enterprise manages program & project readiness in one location
- Technology and change agnostic - Can be used for any project in the Enterprise
- Simple and easy to use - Assessments typically take 15 minutes to complete
- Easy to read dials and summary reports - Helps end users identify problems quickly
- Best practice - Aligns with common project and change management methodologies
- Successful outcomes - Helps steer projects towards achieving desired objectives

Enabling successful change initiatives
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